
CREATIVE WRITING PROMPT HIGH SCHOOL

List of Creative Writing Ideas for High School Students â€” Below, we have outlined 30 writing prompts that are relevant
to students' lives and that will spur critical.

You want to start on a project. Keep learning! Use these creative writing prompts to write poems, short stories,
or even to keep a journal. What type of gloves are they? You are merrily walking down a sidewalk. How
would having the different name impact your life? How Important is the Writing Form? This inspiration
becomes a fine piece of writing, and leaves people wondering how one can be so creative. In other words, you
have to create a statement that has actual meaning in everyday life - yours, your peers, or the society in
general. Write about your everyday housework chores and activities. Is normal a good thing? What do you
think is the purpose of the allowance given by parents to children: financial independence or rewards for
completing a chore or good behavior? It's important to know what the correct writing form is before you
begin. Do you think this name suits your personality? Write a tribute to the hero in your life. Where do you
like to go the most in your neighborhood? Write about the happiest day of your life. Picture a dragon. For one
day, you can be someone else. What are the details or conflicts that I can include? There are a lot of different
types of blogs. Secrets - Write about a secret you are still keeping from someone or someone may be keeping
from you, but you already know about it. Do you have someone that you admire? What are they so afraid of?
What do you think about elves, fairies, or gnomes? What would you want to know about them and their
country? Write a poem. For other people?


